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Evolution and
Developmental Psychology

(The Developing Body and Mind, Number 4)
Eds, G. Butterworth, J. Rutkowska and M. Scaife.
Brighton, England: Harvester Press, 1985. ISBN 0-7108-
0921-2. xxiv plus 205 pages.

Reviewed by Ian Vine
University of Bradford, England.

Ethologists are typically interested in both evolution-
ary and developmental explanations of behaviour, and have
'often been attracted by apparent similarities between
phylogenetic and ontogenetic processes. But the editors of
this book, which stems from an interdisciplinary conference
mounted by the British Psychological and Developmental
Biology societies in 1982, contend that the relationship his
still very much an open question" - too rarely examined in
detail in non-reductionist ways. Its topic, then, is the general
biology-psychology interface.

In the first section, three papers deals with phylogeny
and ontogeny directly. Patrick Bateson, the only elhologist
contributor, highlights inadequacies of the crud.e dichotGlmy
between 'innate' and 'learned' contributions to phenotypic
behaviours - with the latter simply being added on to the
phylogenetic legacy of a genetic blueprint. Plasticity of
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If the date on your mailing label is earlier than
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the editor.

Daring Ideas
The announcement of human ethology Daring Ideas

contest did not fallon deaf eyes. Contest sponsors have not
yet announced a closing date, so keep them coming.
Responses to the submissions below are also encouraged.
but should respect the initial ground rules: that these are far
out ideas.

Choose-N' Sniff ...
Now in new improved and easy open decanters. Put an end
to capricious chance.
Wade C. Mackey,
Iowa Wesleyan College
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa

In the era of the commercialism of space, in particular,
and the elevation of the icons of commerce, in general, 1
offer a modest proposal for increasing the profit margin in
human ethology. Only two premises and a large amount of
captial-mostly for advertising-are needed.

Premise 1: Human olfaction and the role of
pheromones are important in the initiation and
maintenance of human moods and emotions.

Premise 2: The woman's adjustment of her primary
sex-ratio, i.e. at conception, is a facultative adventure which
depends upon her psychodynamics/ self-concepti self-
confidence at the time of conception. Said differently, one
mood would bias her chances of conceiving a boy; whilest a
second, alternate mood would bias her chances of
conceiving a girl. Ergo, therefore, and hence (DOW and
Dupont are you paying attention?)

We merely have to isolate which fragrances are aligned
with which moods that, in turn, are correlated with which
gender. Instructions can be developed from (MANOYA) to
learn how long- minutes, hours, days-the woman must
inhale the appropriate aroma prior to conception. The
products, of course in pink and blue containers, can be
distributed in candle, aerosal, or roll-on forms. Only in
America, free enterprise (see lacocca, L.)
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development, including feedback effects upon gene
expression, can itself be an evolved and adaptive reaction
favouring variability. But equally, canalization and similar
sources of developmental inertia can buffer individuals
against temporary environmental deficits, and even mask
genetic mutation effects in the shon term at least. (A
plausible factor in explaining some phylogenetic
'discontinuities', cf. Gould & Eldredge). Functional
approaches to development can have heuristic value, so long
as they are not confused with preformationist assumptions
about causal mechanisms. A further anti-reductionist point
is added by Nancy Rader, who emphasizes Gould's view that
selection works primarily upon variations in the timing of
developmental processes. She sees temporal displacement as
a useful way for psychologists to consider individual
differences too. Alan Costall provides a brief critique of
Haeckel's theory of recapitulation, the inadequacies of
which for too long discouraged developmentalists from
taking functional perspectives seriously.

Embryologist Brian Goodwin opens the next section
with a provocative plea for a structuralist or 'constructional'
biology, stressing that morphogenesis is best understood in
terms of interactions between the states of the whole
organism and of the developmental environment, rather
than of atomistic gene effects. He is sympathetic to Piaget's
'genetic epistemology' and critique of neo-Darwinism, as it
reinstates the active organism "structured by distinctive
principles of order and organisation". Goodwin denies that
genes carry, as Weismann thought, enough information to
specify morphological form. They are just inputs to a self-
organizing 'morphogenetic field' with restricted
developmental options, and do not explain form any more
than knowing water is composed of H20 explains many of
its properties. Accepting Gorczynski & Steele's evidence for
Lamarckian genocopying of acquired adaptations, he holds
that directional evolution towards less vulnerability to
environmental change has occurred. He follows Piaget in
seeing greater 'equilibration' of organismic systems - which
depends upon modelling the environmental internally - as a
principle underlying enhanced self-regulation and
spontaneous structural changes, within constraints
provided by generative rules of growth. This view of biology
is held to make intelligible the emergent properties of our
own mental freedom and purposiveness.

Michael Scaife is somewhat sceptical ofsuch grand and
abstract attempts to cognitivize biology with reference to
some generalized organism, seen as a self-transforming
'field' or cluster ofsemi-autonomous fields. Piaget may have
demonstrated spontaneous restructuring of our mental
models in the face of their predictive inadequacy - but how
close is the biological parallel? And whatever biological
preadaptations for social life humans may possess, could
any properly biological paradigm hope to· explain how
social sharing of symbolic meanings has its effects upon
developmental processes? John Churcher adds some doubts
about the nature of Goodwin's internal models as a way of
claiming the equivalence between internal and external
perturbations of an organism's structures.

The third section deals with intelligence and its
evolution. Sue Parker sees Piaget's stages of cognitive
development as recapitulating our primate phylogeny, and
seeks to identify our ancestors' intellectual limits by
reference to the forms of reasoning required for their

lifestyles and artefacts. She thus equaltes attaining formal
operational thought with the emergence of early Homo
sapiens, seeing it as a species-specific ability, partly selected
for its utility in organizing warfare. Kathleen Gibson sees
both abstract intelligence and mass kil1ing as Cro-Magnon
innovations, arguing that even Neanderthal brain structures
were not richly developed for fully flexible planning, and
that their limited technology only required concrete
operational thought. And Julie Rutkowska is more
theoretically sceptical, pointing out that formal structural
properties as identified by Piaget may not correspond with
any generalized, content-free internal process of thought.
Performance on Piagetian tasks is often much more task-
and context-specific than the theory suggests, so the kind of
reconstructions being attempted by Parker and Gibson are
problematic. Besides this, Gould's more plausible view of
evolution by selective adult retention of juvenile rather than
earlier adult traits complicates their enterprise.

Two papers follows on the future of genetic
epistemology. Howard Gruber points out that in Piaget's
work the evolutionary analogue for development is a
unilinear progession towards an end-point, not a tree with
multiple branching. Piagetians are only just starting to
identify alternative developmental pathways and modes of
solving a given problem effectively. Likewise, creativity is
envisaged in terms of inefficient processes of blind variation
and selective retention, in accord with another controversial
evolutionary model. A new emphasis on variability is
needed in genetic epistemology, stressing how, if different
individuals have differing skills, optimal problem-solving
may be achieved through co-operative consideration of
perspectives and alternative strategies. Leo Apostel agrees,
adding that future advances in genetic epistemology at the
level of Piaget's logico-mathematical formal claims should
exploit new kinds of logics designed to deal with incomplete,
inconsistent, and fuzzy sets of propositions, and in which the
self-reflecting subject of thought and action can be
represented. I must confess my own lack of understanding of
these issues - but Apostel's suggestions sound potentially
exciting. A simpler point, which ] can more confidently
appreciate, is a plea for a broader interdisciplinary effort
involving all the bio-social sciences, geared to explaining the
distinctively human emergence of purposive, intentional
modes of 'representation and action.

The final section opens with Chris Sinha's discussion of
some current controversies associated with such a goal, and
attempt to interpret evolution and development without
either restricting the former to classical neo-Darwinian
selection processes or adopting the 'neo-rationalist'
assumptions which the 'cognitive science' movement now
makes about the relative autonomy of mind. Whereas neo-
Darwinism plays down the active nature of organisms, neo-
rationalism holds the environment at one remove from the
person - since it can only affect behaviour after filtering
through our mental models. Here 'ecological' approaches
stemming from J.J. Gibson's view of perception suggest how
a 'relationship of mutuality' between organism and
environment might be theoretically reinstated. Much of our
human environment embodies materially the products of
symbolic thought and intentional action. In that sense
culture is encountered directly through its products, and
development involves meeting its adaptive challenges with
the dialectic of assimilation and accommodation that leads



to growth. Here Sinha attempts to combine Baldwin's
functionalist orientation with Piaget's structuralist one in
what he calls a 'socio-naturalistic' eqigenticism. In place of
Piaget's formal abstractions, the 'objectivity' of knowlege
becomes a matter of socially negotiated intersubjective
agreement with those whose collaboration is necessary in
obtaining one's goals, grasping cultural meanings and uses
of art.efacts, and so on.

The last paper, by Wolfe Mays, highlights the often
neglect.ed social themes in Piaget's own theorizing. Best
known was his work on moral reasoning, where he made
very clear the importance, for developing a reflective and
responsible social self, of the effort to gain co-operation
fTom others, and the associated need to appreciate their
differing viewpoints and desires. Only through experience of
the need for mutual social adaptation and persuasive
consensus can a self-aware social rationality and
commitment to fairness develop. But Mays also points to
Piaget's awareness of how, more generally, social
conditions affect at least the content of thought. And he
offers a trenchant critique of Buck-Morss's claim that fomal
operational thought is only seen as superior to concrete
thinking because of its utility in captialist societies where
there is "triumph of exchange value over use value". His
sympathies are more with A.R. Buss, who sees formal
abstractlons as simply more powerful tools in dominating
nature (cf. the modern technologies shared by both
capitalist and communist societies).

This rather diverse set of papers by no means represents
a unified and integrated resolution of evolutionary and
developmental issues, or points of contact and difference.
Indeed, there is sometimes clear conflict between authors.
And because many of the discussions are pitched at
technical, abstract, or even philosophical levels, only the
best informed polymath is unlikely to find some papers
difficult and obscure. And the fact that human ethology as
such is not represented amongst the author's disciplines, or
even given more than passing mention explicitly, may lead
readers of this Newsletter to wonder what this collection can
offer them. Minimally, I think the answer is that is does
expose a variety of complex questions and theoretical
challenges that our broadly empiricist training has often
induced us to shy away from. The reason why Piaget figures
so prominently is of course that he - scarcely an ethologist in
the usual sense - actually attained the interdisciplinary
expertise required to get to grips with the intellectual
demands of a non-simplistic appreciation of the links
between evolution and development. However inadequate
his attempted synthesis might prove to be in the long run, it
is currently a milestone.

In many ways this volume fails short of providing any
paradigm which might be acceptable to all the specialist
perspectives involved, or resolving the central paradoxes
which the emergence of human consciousness on the
evolutionary biological scene throws up. But if any specialist
disciplines remain complacent about the explanatory
primacy of their own approaches, this book should help to
dispel some illusions. It is not the kind of book to dip into
for information on one's own favorite topics - where one
may find little challenging or new. Rather, it is short enough
to read right through, and leaves a Gestalt imp..ession ei'en if
some topics are too unfamiliar to make complete sense. At
the very least it suggests that where human ethologists
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themselves may often fear to tread there are others who are
groping towards a more realistic conception, of human
beings and our place in nature, than has hitherto featured in
anyone SCience.

Response to Kocan's Review of
Myths of Gender

Kathryn J. Dolan
Department of Medical Humanities
Texas College of Osteopathic Medicine
Fort Worth, Texas 76107 USA

This is a response to George Kocan's review of Fausto-
Sterlin's Myths of Gender, printed in the March issue of
HEN. The form, content and tone of this review are
addressed, rather than the merits of the book itself.
Generally, book reviews include a description of what the
author attempted to say, how it was said, and whether or not
their attempt was successful. Kocan has failed to accomplish
the first two, and in that sense, as a reviewer, he has done
potential readers of Myths of Gender a disservice.

It is very difficult from reading this review to
distinguish what Fausto-Sterling's views about biological
factors in gender related behaviors might be from whaJ Mr.
Kocan would encourage his readers to believe about them.
In the first paragraph, the reader is informed that Fausto-
Sterling's purpose is a scientific refutation of myths about
gender differences, and in so doing, "(t)he value offeminism
is assumed and equated with justice, equality, affirmative
action and socialism. That any decent and intelligent person
would have a different outlook is just not considered. So,
feminism prevails by default." This statement does not
provide illustration of dogmatic bias in Myths of Gender,
making it appear to be highly inflammatory and rhetorical.

Another example of an ad hominem type of critique is
the following "] for one, am not going to announce that my
scientific standards are higher than anyone else's." It seems
that in the point under discussion, i.e., Maccoby and
Jacklin's review of past research offering evidence of sex
differences, that scientific standards do seem to be a rather
important consideration. Taken to its logical conclusion, if
all scientific standards are to be considered equal, one would
not have a basis on which to refute scientific creationism.
Kocan tells his readers that Fausto-Sterling's review of his
work is "to tell the world that she is a bona fide feminist
dedicated to the highest standards of science and that
Maccoby and Jacklin, scientifically speaking, muffed the
ball." In this review, we do not get any information on how
Maccoby and Jacklin attempt to eliminate cultural bias
from their analysis of past research, or why Fausta-Sterling
thinks they failed to do so.

Perhaps even more seriously misleading is Kocan's
representation of scientific procedures for hypothesis testing:,
in the following "On the other hand, all the evidence should
be negative to suppon the null hypothesis." In my
understanding of how scientific evidence is applied to
hypothesis testing, failure to reject the null hypothesis does
not constitute its proof. In other words, absence of evidence
is not evidence of absence. In his discussion of the role of
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teStosterone in aggression, there may be a similar confusion
in the statements that he finds "remarkable evidence
supporting a positive role for testosterone in aggression",
and that "one can not rule out testosterone as a cause of
aggression in men."

In his discussion of research on sex differences in brain
laterality, Kocan utiiizes a rhetorical device in attempting to
indict Fausto-Sterling, not for the content of her critique,
but for the reviewer's suspicion that "Fausto-Sterling did
not look into this issue personally, but relied on fellow
feminists' reviews of the brain literature" on laterality.
Again, no scientific issues are discussed in the reviewer's
summary of Levy's brain laterality research, i.e.,
methodology, sample size, or any potential sources of
random or systematic error in the available data.

Mr. Kocan does not appear aware of the multiple non-
sequitors in "If evolution has any validity it must apply
totally to the human. The universality of its application is
intrinsic to this concept. Otherwise, one is compelled to
argue that human existence represents a special case-a
special creation." In this statement, Mr. Kocan fails to
distinguish evolution from theories about its mechanism.
He also seems to suggest that critics of sociobiology must be
creationists. Again, the scientific issues of evidence for the
role of natural selection in human adaptation are not
addressed.

One of the most disturbing asoects of Mr. Kocan's
review is its tone. If Fausto-Sterling's book is to be seen as a
critique of sociobiology, it is appropriate that a
sociobiologist review this work. It is not appropriate
however, that this review be ca.r;ried out as a careless,
dogmatic, personal attack. If, by the end of his review, any
reader should have any question about Mr. Kocan's opinion
of the success of Fausto-Sterling's work, it is expr:essed quite
clearly in this concluding statement" ... her effort has
merit-in the same way, perhaps, that an automobile
accident has merit, if it motivates one to learn from others'
mistakes." It may be that this reviewer has succumbed to his
own accusation of Fausto-Sterling, in that he perhaps "has
not so much given the reader a solid refutation of anything
as much as a study in how to advocate strongly held personal
beliefs by pooh-poohing unwanted evidence.

The Descent of the Hypercyclical,
Hypoprolactinized Female Who Did

Evolve

Wade C. Mackey
Iowa Wesleyan College
"Mt. Pleasant, Iowa

Two items are of interest in relationship to the
expectations of the basic Westernized female.

Item #1: Before World War II (henceforthWWII), men
had higher (reported) rates of psychoneuroses. After WWII,
women forged ahead of men in rates of psychoneuroses.

Item #2: Weideger (1976) wrote that "Menstruation

and menopause are the only physiological processes in
which mild to severe discomfort is a normal accompaniment
to healthy functioning ... Premenstrual syndrome (PMS)
distress is not a manifestation of disease, but is the by-
product of normal functions of the reproductive syStem."
Leaving "menopause" for others to ponder, I havea thought
or so on menstruation. Although not quarreling with the
pain quotient attending menstruation, I will momentarily
present a quibble about the idea of "normal".

Following convention, Item #2 is discussed first and
Item #1 second.

Item #2: Dispite the fact that empirical verification is
virtually impossible to generate, there is a reasonable
argument to be made that current females have a very
adnormally high number of menstrual cycles. Beginning at
about 12 years, females might anticipate three decades of
continuous cycling or somewhere in the vicinity of 360
(30 x 12) 360 cycles. Maybe 300 if they have two children;
250 if they lactate extensively.

Up until the agrarian revolution, OUT nomadic female
ancestors probably had menses later, were pregnant more
often, certainly lactated more, were anovulatory more often
due to a chancy diet and the nomadic walkathons. One of
two dozen vists to the menstrual huts may have sufficed for a
lifetime, i.e. menstruation (esp. ovulatory) would be an
unusual event. '

A narrowed focus on lactation is now in order. Without
appearing too Class-chauvenistic and without offending
boney fish and feathery birds, Homo is a mammal and
generally proud of it. Given that we are mammals, between
the end ofWWII and the advent of mammals, who would be
worthy of the name, each and every mother suckled her
young in a continuous and unbroken chain. No suckling
__ no child; No child -+ no descendants. Successful
nursing would be a necessary, if not sufficient, precondition
for survival of a lineage. Grim reapers can be swift and
unyielding.

Why WWlI? About that time, or shortly after,
"formula-feeding" made technoligical advances and became
available and utilized in the West on a mass-market level.
Certainly in the U.S., nursing children for six months to
two-years became highly unusual. The onset of formula-
feeding prior to leaving the hospital edged toward the norm.

Included within the mosaic of changes operating
together in the shift from lactation to formula-feeding is the
loss of the prolactinsurge at the beginning of suckling. The
sequence is very straight-forward and has been around for a
long, long time: the mechanics of suckling releases
(comparatively) huge amounts of prolactin from the
pituitary which splash throughout the blood-stream.
Although gradually diminishing over time, the surge is
detectable for approximately six months.

Back to Item #1: Remember that the rates of recorded
incidences of psychoneuroses switched from males being
over-represented to females being over-represented.
Especially in the category of depression, females now have a
marked advantage in psychological dysfunction. Studies
controlling for increased role-conflict still find the distaff
lead intact. Males have kept their margin in "other"
personality disorders, and have held their own in psychoses.
But they have relinquished their pre-eminence in what used
to be called "neuroses".



The caveat stating that correlation between two
variables does not prove causation is dutifully accepted just
as it is accepted that correlation does not simultaneously
preclude a causal relationship. Qualifications aside, I will
place my bet on a causal linkage between the loss of the
primordial prolactin surge (CAUSE) and an increased
vulnerability / susceptibility of ad ult women to select ive
forms of "depression" (EFFECT). The prolactin-surge at
the "sensitive period" following birth is speculated here to
help insulate the woman from the slings and arrows of
outrageous urchins and other abrasive items in her en-
vironment.

The culture-wide perceptions and expectations of the
normality ofmonthly cycles (see Disneyesque training films)
would mask a well-focused inquiry into any cumulative
dysfunctions effect that the natural propensity for, albeit
statistically abnormal act of, menstruation would trigger.

I am happy to offer to the good folks at NIMH (see
"Secret of ... ") the suggestion of a causal triangulation of
(I) too many cycles, with (2) prolactin-deficits, with (3)
lowered threshold to depressive reaction. I should also be
pleased to leave to them what to do about such a putative
linkage for I haven't a clue.

Weideger, Paula (1976) Menstrua/ion and Mmopause. NY:
Alfred A. Knopf p. 44.

A Tale of Two Niches
Wade C. Mackey
Iowa Wesleyan College
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa

Let's us quickly agree on premises: The degree of
adaptation of an organism within an ecological system is
determined by its relative ability to reproduce itself over
generations. Humans are no more or no less an exception to
this structure than is any other segment of the biological
kingdom. Following the axiomatic lead of Darwin, there is
usually variability for a trait within a population, and some
sub-set of the population will be better suited-read better
adapted-to the environment such that the subset has
increased reproductive success compared to alternative
su b-sets. Again, humans, just as reindeer, trap-door spiders,
and salmon are not exceptions. Accordingly, two reasonable
questions to ask about contemporary humans are (J) what is
the current ecological niche in which humans live and (2) are
some gu bsets enjoying reproductive advantages while some
other subsets are falling below replacement value?

Let's now concern ourselves with the current U.S.
culture-megatribe painted with a very wide and coarse-
haired brush. Basically, the U.S. society is urbanized,
industrialized, service-oriented, and bureaucratized.
Children are virtually useless economically, are net costs,
and are kept from the monetarized labor force for 16-22
years. The U.S. is a humane place with massive programs to
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prevent malnutrition, disease, and ignorance from afflicting
its own citizens. The overall fertility rate is below
replacement levels and has been since 1972. Presently, there
are approximately 1.7 children born per female which is
su bstantially below the 2. I needed for replacement value.
So. the culture as a unit is operating not only at a suboptimal
level but at a submaintenance level when evolutionary
gauges are used as benchmarks. Immigrants into the culture
have allowed the population to increase.

Let's further define the woman-child dyad as a
"family". So defined, wefind three major types offamilies in
the U.S.: (I) the traditional nuclear family: father as primary
provider and ancillary caretaker; mother as primary child
caretaker and ad hoc participant in the labor force plus
children; (2) co-equal parents-p.roviders plus children; (3)
mother plus children plus the "state" which fulfills the roles
of the traditional father. Type I is archetypal old; whereas
Types 2 and 3 are new slots. However unconscious the
process may be, these three family-types are competing with
each other for the predominant form within the U.S.
megatribe ecology.

Slot #2, the egalitarian family of coparent-providers, is
at a low fertility rate. As a consequence of this depressed
rate, which asymptotes at about one, the egalitarian family-
type is more of a nominal competitor rather than a
functional competitor.

The other new kid on the block, the woman-child-state
triad stems from a cultural value which has been actualized
for less than a century. The cultural value, publicly
articulated and publicly funded, is that the U.S. is a humane
tribe which tends to its own. Public coffers are available to
insure that food, clothing, shelter, medical care are available
for all of the tribe's members. This "state" altruism has
become superimposed upon, and immersed in, the
bureaucratic-industrialized infrastructure. Ever eager, ever
opportunistic humans are certainly available to tryout and
exploit the spanking new niche.

Therefore, the more interesting and very real contest,
however inadvertantly the opponents may be vying, is the
one between the woman-child-"state" family and the
traditional nuclear family. As is often the case, hygienically
clean data are generally hard to compile. Nonetheless, there
is a clear trend of an increase in both the number and
percentage of woman-child-"state" families compared to the
traditional family. Both types appear to be producing
(via ble) children at approximately the same rate per woman.
Within the two broad categories, the Blacks are good
examples of the former; while Hispanics and Mormons are
good examples of the latter, using ethnicity and religious
affiliation respectively as taxa.

These two polar types represent a structurally unstable
amalgam. For example, the traditional father underwrites
the "state" thereby provisioning his own children directly
and the "state's" children indirectly. Accordingly, somewhere
down the road, the social father either abdicates his position
or removes "humaneness" from the character of the society.

The fun part for human ethologists is to watch the
jostling and refitting of our species as different sections of
t he population find their most comfortable dens, redecorate
them, and then settle down to be fertile and multiply or not.
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Harzog, H .A., J r. ([986). The treatment of sociobiology in
introductory psychology texts. Teaching of
Psychology, 13, [2-15.

Wilson, E.O. (1975). Sociobiology: The new synthesis.
Cambridge: Harvard University Press.

Wilson, E.O. (1975). Biology and the social sciences.
Daedalus, 106, 127-140.

Again a moderate increase is seen, but one that is
considerably less than striking. One possible explanation for
the absence of a large increase is the frequency of these
articles is that sociobiology has not yet found acceptance in
the trad itional editorial policy of the social science journals-
revolutions may require more than nine years - thus forcing
authors to submit their human sociobiological manuscripts
to natural science journals or publish them as book chapters
(though many of these are indexed in SSCI). Or, it may be
the case. as Harzog l1as suggested, that sociobiology
is st ill viewed merely as an oddity by the great majority of
social scientists.

Thanks t Neccica Hayes for the publication counting.
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Social Science Publication Trends

in Sociobiology: 1976-1984
Robert M. Adams
Eastern Kentucky University

Wilson's (1975) "new synthesis" generated a great deal
of enthusiasm and controversy, and Wilson (1977) even
weDt SQ far as to predict that the social sciences would be
revolutionized by their new "antidiscipline," sociobiology.
One way to test such a prediction, and the general impact of
sociobiology on the social sciences, is by means of
publication counts.

The "Permuterm Subject Index" of the Social Sciences
Citation Index (SSCl), pUblished by the Institute for
Scienti£ic Information, was chosen for its breadth ofjournal
coverage. SSCI indexes about 3,000 journals in social
sciences, broadly defined. The years 1976, the year following
publication of Wilson's book, through 1984, the last
cumulative volume of SSCI, were chosen. A frequency
count Was made of publications under the index term
"sociobiology," separating book reviews from other articles.
These frequencies are shown in the first figure.

In general the number of book reviews shows a
moderate increase over the period, while the number of
other articles shows an increase to a peak of 57 in 1981, then
a decrease to pre-I978 levels. Only four of the articles,
covering three years. appeared in Ethology and
Sociobiologr.

A possible explanation for the failure of"sociobiology"
articles to show continuing growth is that. as sociobiology
becomes a less novel term, there would be less need to
include it in a title. To examine this hypothesis a frequency
count of articles using anyone of the terms "inclusive
fitness", "parental investment", "kin selection", and
"reproductive success." This list was selected for its
relatively exclusive use in the sociobioJogicalliterature, and
the data are shown in the second figure. The set of articles
Was not checked for duplication, focus on human subjects,
or sociobiological content.
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Beyond the Dyad
Michael Lewis (Ed.). (Genesis of Behavior: Vol 4). 1984.
Plenum Press.

Review by William Bailey
Psychology Dept.
Tulane University
New Orleans, Louisiana

[n no primate species do the young grow up alone with
their mothers, completely isolated from conspecifics. Even
the most isolated species, Orangutan, is now know to be
somewhat more social than it was previously thought to be.

Anyone who has any experience at all with young
humans knows that they are exposed to and interact with a
good many people of varying characteristics (e.g., age, sex,
relatedness). Yet, to a large extent one gains the impression
that most students of child development are unaware of this
readily apparent condition. The literature on ea.rJy
development gives the impression that young humans are
reared solely by their mothers-in complete isolation.
Consider. for instance, the literature on language
acquisition; it's all mother and baby, baby and mother.
Surely the baby's father, brothers, sisters must, at least
occasionally. speak to it and just as sureJy the baby must
sometimes babble/talk to them. Surely when grandmother
comes to visit, the baby's ears are not plugged up, and even
the most reserved grandfather must sometimes say
something to the child. Yet you will read a great deal of the
language literature without having these elemental facts
frawn to your attention. for all intents and purposes the
study of language acquisition is the study of mother-related
language acquisition.

My comments here are not intended to suggest that
mothers do not play an important role (perhaps the most
important one) in language development but rather to
emphasize that a great deal of development goes beyond the
dyad, the mother-child dyad in particular.

This book attempts (rather well) to refute the implicit
assumption that the mother-child dyad is the necessary and
sufficient enviroment for all 'social and cognitive
development. Fathers, siblings, grandparents, and
strangers all impinge upon, affect and effect child
development as the authors in this book point out.

To begin with: my one major complaint ... there's too
much of the editor here. It's expected that he's written the
introductory "overview"; but 1 think it's a bit too much that
he's also a co-author of three chapters-even though they
are well composed and interesting. Enough!

Three (of J3) chapters will be of particular interest to
human ethologists. Thomas Weisner has written a cross-
cultural perspecitve of children's social ecology. Too often
eth010gist neg1ect variation such as this. Devra Kkiman
further expands her important work on monogamy in
mammals. Her concepts of direct and indirect investment
with renewable and unrenewable resources are among the
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most important points in the consideration of paternal
involvement/ investment in humans. Somehow the 40 hours
a week (or whatever) a man spends at work earning his pay is
usuaIlyignored in most studies of father "caring". Ronald
Nadler discusses the biological contributions to the
maternal behavior of the great apes. One big problem in so
many discussions of the "biological" aspects of parent-child
and child-parent bonding is that they fail to recognize the
effect and extent of variation. [I' there is a genetic element to
bonding (and tbere is) then it should come as no surprise,
indeed we should anticipate, that there will be variation.
Hopefully, papers such as Nadler's will better inform people
what is "natural" and what is actually going on in nature."

Several researchers have begun in the past few years to
explore the contribution of grandparents to development.
(Remem ber Reproductive Success and "future
generations"?) Barbara Tinsley and Ross Parke report their
work in this area.

In addition to these, there are two "applied" chapters
concerning fami lies with a handicapped member and several
that are just a bit too much in the traditional psychological
tradition for my taste.

Th is i. a book I can truely recommend to t he members.
You will want your institutional library to have it. If
childhood and development is your focus of interest, you
wi11 want your own copy (to underline, write in margins,
consult references, etc.) Further, I think it would mah a
good primary/focal source for a graduate/advanced
undergrad seminar.

As a final note: the publishers of this work, Plenum
Press, have brought out a number of books in recent years
which are of interest, important to, human ethologist (for
instance Wade Mackey's book on fathering behavior). You
might want to consult their catalogs regularly.

Newsletter Suhmissions
Yes. please send anything which might be of interest to

ISHE members: announcements of meetings, comments
relevant to human ethology. suggestions for Forum topics
- conspil'Llous bv tbei.r abscnce lately. sabbatical oppor-
tuniti.es. emplu\ ment opportunities, anything.

Suggestil1l1s for books to review. or reviews, should be
sent to [Ul'llpeafl Editors William McGrew (Dept. of

lIni\ersity of Stirling. Stirling FK9 4LA
Scotland) or [an Vine (Interdisciplinary Human Studies.
Uni\ ersity of Bradford, Bradford. West Yorkshirc. BD7
IDr. England) or to American Editor William Bailey
(Dt,:pl. of Tulane University. Ne\\ Orleans.
Louisiana 7(118).

Submissions in any legible format arc acceptable.
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Material for this section of the Newsletter should be

sent directly to the ediJor. A sentence or two of summary
would increase the value to readers. .
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